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Single-bubble sonoluminescence from noble gas mixtures

J. da Grac¸a and H. Kojima
Serin Physics Laboratory, Rutgers University, Piscataway, New Jersey 08854

~Received 6 August 2002; published 6 December 2002!

Light emission intensities from single-bubble sonoluminescence at room temperature, water dissolved with
admixtures of pairs of noble gases, He-Ar and He-Xe, were measured as a function of mixing ratio to search
for effects of species segregation occurring during the violent bubble collapse. The observed relative effect on
the light emission intensity is surprisingly greater in He-Ar than in a He-Xe mixture.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.066301 PACS number~s!: 78.60.Mq, 42.50.Fx, 42.65.Re, 43.25.1y
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Sonoluminescence is an interesting energy focusing p
nomenon, in which extremely short pulses of light are em
ted synchronously with a collapsing gas bubble trapped
liquid-filled resonator cavity driven at high acoustic intensi
It has attracted numerous experimental and theoretical s
ies @1#. However, a clear physical understanding of the p
cesses behind the light emission is still lacking@2#. A com-
plicating feature of the effect is that the gas bubble conta
a varying number of species of gas molecules during
very short collapse. Owing to high pressure and tempera
present within the bubble, a variety of chemical reactio
ionization and other effects are thought to occur. It has b
established that the presence of a noble gas in the bubb
crucial to the stable production of high light emission inte
sity @3#. A simulation study has suggested that the differ
molecular species in the bubble segregate spatially du
the collapse@4#. Species segregation can affect the heat l
rate near the bubble wall, the internal gas temperature
the light emission, as the thermal conductivity and the io
ization energies change. We present systematic experim
studies of the single-bubble sonoluminescence~SBSL! when
two noble gases are dissolved into sample water at ro
temperature.

The diffusive mass fluxes of the species in the SBSL
mixture is a sum containing terms proportional to the gra
ents in concentration, pressure, and temperature@4,5#. The
proportionality constants that enter the sum are dependen
the masses of the species and hence segregation of sp
with different masses can occur@6#. A simulation study@7# of
SBSL including molecular segregation effects indicates t
even a ‘‘mild’’ segregation significantly affects the maximu
temperature attained and the emitted light intensity. Anot
simulation study@8# shows that, while the noble gas rectifi
cation hypothesis is valid, a substantial fraction of the ma
rial at the time of collapse is made up of water vapor and
reaction products. It has become important then to carry
experimental studies and search for manifestations of m
rial segregation on the sonoluminescence phenomenon. L
is known about the temperature and pressure gradi
present in the sonoluminescing bubbles. Probing segrega
effects might provide clues on the dynamics in the bub
interior.

Our SBSL apparatus is similar to a common design@1#.
The acoustic resonator is a cylindrical quartz tube~inner
diameter575 mm, outer diameter580 mm, and length
580 mm), whose ends are closed with flat plates made
1063-651X/2002/66~6!/066301~4!/$20.00 66 0663
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brass. A pair of piezoelectric transducers~PZT’s! are epoxied
onto the end plates. The resonator is connected to a sma
flexible ballast volume to maintain the water pressure at
ambient atmospheric pressure. A bubble is made by apply
a short reproducible pulse of current into a heater moun
on the bottom end plate. The working frequency is 17.3 kH
The temperature of the water is monitored by observing
resonant frequency as well as a thermister attached to on
the end plates. The resonator temperature is regulated w
60.15 °C by a Peltier effect cooler attached to both the
and bottom plates. The SBSL light emission is detected
the induced current in a photodiode~UDT sensor, model UV-
100! @9#. The photodiode current is proportional to the tim
and wavelength averaged light emission intensity. It is m
sured with an electrometer. Mie scattering measurements
taken with a fast integrated monolithic photodiode/amplifi
chip ~OPT210, Burr-Brown! by detecting the scattered ligh
from a He-Ne laser beam incident on the bubble at an an
u from the incident beam direction.

The sample water is prepared as follows in a nearly id
tical manner to dissolve various gas mixtures. A 1.6 li
volume of deionized water is sealed into a stainless steel
and is degassed by pumping on its vapor phase for two h
while agitating with a magnetic stirrer. A gas mixture co
taining nitrogen~with partial pressurePN2

), argon(PAr) or

xenon(PXe), and 4He(PHe) gases is prepared in a separa
can and is allowed into the tank containing degassed wa
The total pressure (5PN2

1PAr1PHe) is fixed at 150 Torr
for all mixtures in this paper. The total noble-gas fraction
kept constant at 1.0%, i.e.,PAr1PHe5PXe1PHe51.5 Torr.
The mixture gas is dissolved into water while stirring f
another two hours at room temperature@10#.

Just prior to filling, the resonator is flushed with N2 gas
several times to remove remnant water from previous
and then it is evacuated to check for air leak. Subseque
the mixed water is filled into the evacuated resonator
about 15 min and then the water pressure is brought up w
N2 in about 3 min to equalize the ballast volume with t
ambient pressure. The short time required for the N2 pressur-
ization does not significantly change the N2 content in the
water. When measurements of one mixture is completed,
water is totally emptied from the resonator and refilled w
another water sample.

After the sample water is filled, the temperature regu
tion system is turned on. It requires some two hours for
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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water temperature to settle down to the desired regula
temperature as verified by monitoring the resonance
quency. After the temperature regulation has kicked in,
acoustic coupling between the PZT’s and the resonato
checked for reproducibility by measuring the frequency
sponse. The working resonant frequency remains cons
within 65 Hz during the experiment. The location of th
levitated bubble is checked carefully. The position of t
photodiode for measuring the SL intensity is adjusted~at
most 1 mm! to account for slight changes in bubble locatio
The Mie scattering photodiode is placed on a rotating a
whose position can be reproduced within60.5°.

Adequacy of our degassing process is checked sev
times during the course of experiment by observing
sonoluminescence light emission intensity from water, wh
is dissolved with only N2. The bubble in this pure N2 sample
is unstable with a maximum light emission intensity which
10% of that withPAr51.5 Torr. This is comparable to th
result~'3%! seen by Barberet al. @1# and demonstrates tha
our degassing is adequate.

Important parameters affecting the bubble dynamics
the amplitude of the driving acoustic pressure,Pa , and the
ambient radiusRo . The Mie scattering measurement is com
monly used to determinePa . The sensor area spans an a
gular openingu580 °62 °. At this value ofu, the Mie scat-
tering intensity is closely proportional to the square of t
time dependent bubble radius@11,12#. An example of our
raw Mie scattering data~dots! is shown in Fig. 1, which dis-
plays a portion of the acoustic cycle, where slow expans
and the contraction takes place. The time interval of v
rapid collapse and the subsequent after-bounce oscilla
cannot be tracked owing to the detector time constant li
tation. The interval of rapid change inr (t) is not crucial for
the purpose of determiningPa andRo .

The time dependent radiusr (t) of a bubble~trapped in
water under the ambient pressurePo driven by a sinusoida

FIG. 1. An example of Mie scattering data~dots! and fit @line
with Pa~acoustic drive pressure amplitude! 5 1.26 atm andRo ~am-
bient radius!5 3.8 mm] for x50.15 for the He-Xe mixture. The
inset shows the extractedRo-Pa relationship when the drive level i
varied. The line in the inset is theRo-Pa relation calculated from
the diffusive equilibrium condition.
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acoustic pressure,P5Pasinvt) is governed by the Rayleigh

Plesset equation@1#, r@ r̈ r 1(3/2)ṙ 2#5pg2(Po1P)1(r /c)

3( ṗg2 Ṗ)22s/r 24h ṙ /r , wherepg is the gas pressure in
the bubble,r the mass density,c the speed of sound,s the
surface tension (50.0725 N/m), andh the viscosity (51.0
31023 N s/m2) of water. For the purpose of fitting data ove
time intervals excluding the collapse range,r ,Ro , the tem-
perature of the gas in the bubble can, to a good approxi
tion, be taken constant:pg5Po(Ro2b)3/(r 2b)3 with b
5Ro/9. A best fit to the data is obtained by adjustingRo and
Pa in the Rayleigh-Plesset equation and is shown by a line
Fig. 1. The fitted line is indistinguishable from the data,
most all of the time interval except around the collapse a
the subsequent after-bounce oscillation interval. This port
of the data is ignored in the fitting. The fitting procedure
used to determinePa andRo as the drive level applied to th
PZT is varied. The inset to Fig. 1 shows the relation betwe
Ro and Pa , so determined for the bubbles which sho
sonoluminescence. The fittedRo vs Pa is reproducible from
one mixture to another within the scatter seen in the in
The fitted Ro was checked with an absolute calibratio
method using the lobe pattern evolution@13# as a function of
u and was found to be consistent with each other within 5
The Pa-Ro relation expected from the noble gas rectificati
hypothesis and establishment of diffusive equilibrium@14# is
shown by the line in the inset in good agreement with o
fits. Similar quality of fit is obtained in all dissolved ga
mixtures presented in the paper. The observed relation
tweenRo andPa is independent of the relative ratio betwee
PHe with PAr andPXe . The relation is apparently set by th
total noble gas content@15# which is fixed in our experiment
That the bubble dynamics is insensitive to mixtures is
accord with the simulation study@4#.

For each gas mixture, a systematic measurement of
sonoluminescence light emission intensity,I SL and Mie scat-
tering data are taken as a function of the acoustic drive le
The measuredI SL is plotted as a function ofPa in Fig. 2 for
two samples:~a!PHe50.23 Torr andPXe51.27 Torr and~b!
PHe5PAr50.75 Torr. A lower threshold inPa must be ex-
ceeded before sonoluminescence turns on. Once the lo
threshold is exceeded, a linear increase inI SL is observed
with a characteristic slope up to an upper threshold inPa ,
where the bubble disintegrates and dissolves back into w
The linear relation betweenI SL andPa has also been seen b
others @16#. All mixtures, we studied, showed a behavi
similar to those in Fig. 2. The threshold drive levels depe
slightly on the particular bubble observed, while the slope
more reproducible. We choose the slope of least squares
ear fit to data in Fig. 2 to characterize the light emission fro
each mixture. The change in water temperature~which affects
the solubility, surface tension, and viscosity! between Figs.
2~a! and 2~b! have negligible effects on the diffusion curve
Fig. 1.

Only the total energy emission can be estimated since
measure only the integrated light emission intensity. Roug
estimating average sensitivity of the photodiode~its maxi-
mum being 532 mA/W atl5850 nm, falling to half at 500
1-2
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and 1000 nm!, the total energy output from the light emis
sion is about 1310212 J/cycle. This is close to other est
mates@1#.

The slope in theI SL vs Pa plots are shown in Fig. 3 for al
the mixtures we have measured as a function ofx
5PHe/(PHe1PXe) or PHe/(PHe1PAr) @17,18#. If instead,
the mixtures are characterized by the light emission inten
at a particular acoustic pressure, the observed dependen
x does not change. The measurements were carried o
21.5 °C and 19.0 °C in all mixtures of He-Xe and He-A
respectively. The ratio of the slope ofx50 sample to that of
x51 sample for He-Ar~He-Xe! measurements is 1.5~3.8!.
These values are consistent with the light emission ratio

FIG. 2. Photodiode current (} SL emission intensity! as a func-
tion of acoustic drive amplitude:~a! He-Xe mixture withx50.15
and water temperature521.5 °C, ~b! He-Ar mixture withx50.50
and water temperature5 19.0 °C. The lines are least squares fit

FIG. 3. The slopes of the least squares linear fits in Fig. 2 a
function of the He molar noble gas fraction,x: ~a! He-Xe mixtures
and ~b! He-Ar mixtures. The dashed lines are the linear interpo
tion between end points and represent a simple extreme segreg
of the noble gases in the SL bubble. Circles are the sum of inte
ties from Ref.@1#. See text for discussion.
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the respective gases measured Barberet al. @1#. Nearx50,
the emission intensity decreases slowly in He-Xe mixtu
and it slightly increases in He-Ar mixtures as the He fracti
is increased. On the other hand, when a small numbe
either Xe or Ar is added to He nearx51, the light emission
increases rather rapidly. The net effect is the observed b
in the slope of light emission intensity nearx50.5. It should
be pointed out that the observed behavior as a functionx
in Fig. 3 does not arise from the changes in the volume or
number of emitters. Since the total noble gas fraction is k
constant, theRo-Pa relation is the same for all mixtures@17#.

It is interesting to compare our data with what is expec
from simply adding the SL emission intensities from the co
stituent noble gases in the mixtures. To do this, we take
blackbody spectral density measurements as reported
Vazquezet al. @19#. for each noble gas (n) with its own
blackbody temperature (TnBB), multiply it by wavelength
dependent transmission coefficient of water and the qu
tube and by the responsivity of our detector@9#, and finally
sum over wavelength between 200 nm and 700 nm to ar

at the integrated SL intensity,Ī n . The magnitudes ofĪ n are
scaled such that they match our measurements of the sl
for samples with ‘‘pure’’ noble gas. The expected intens

from mixtures isĪ 5(12x) Ī n(TnBB)1x ĪHe(THeBB), wherex
is the fraction of He gas andn is either Ar or Xe. The evalu-
ated intensities are shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 3.
linear interpolations are expected if each noble gas ac
independently without interaction; the two gases in the m
ture would have two different blackbody temperatures. O
experiment shows that the mixtures produce light emissi
similar to but greater than the expectation from the no
gases having independent blackbody temperatures.

Another simple comparison can be made with the exist
data on the maximum light emission intensity from mixtur
of 150 Torr N2 and a single noble gas~see Fig. 22 of Ref.
@1#!. Their maximum intensities with 1% noble gas are n
malized to our pure Ar and Xe slope data. The circles ax
50.5 are the sums of the intensities~normalized by the same
factors! of 0.5% each of the constituent noble gases. The s
of the separately measured intensities of single noble g
turns out to be very similar to the extreme segregation
pendence and our data again are different from the sum

The above naive picture ignores the effects of the wa
vapor and its reaction products present in possibly la
quantities in the bubble at the time of light emission@8#. The
amount of water vapor displaced by He would depend ox
and this can affect the light emission intensity. The effect
admixing He is surprisingly greater in He-Ar than in a He-X
mixture. Though not clear, this might be an indication th
water vapor plays a more important role in He-Ar owing
the closeness of the molecular weight of water to that of
Addition of He would displace the water molecules nea
towards the bubble wall. In the He-Xe mixture, Xe being t
most massive would still remain nearer to the bubble w
Experimental evidence for the importance of water vap
has also been reported@20,21#. It is not yet known how the
integrated light intensity is related to the temperature in
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bubble interior. The maximum temperature reached depe
on a host of possible effects including species segrega
chemical reactions, and shock wave formation. Our exp
mental studies of light emission from noble gas mixtu
may be combined with further theoretical studies to sh
light on sonochemistry effects@22,23#, where the dispersion
of water vapor owing to the segregation of noble gas m
tures alters the chemical yield of OH and H2O2. Indeed, the
observed and simulated dependence of chemical yields
mixture fraction is reminiscent of our light emission da
Our studies of SBSL provide another tool for probing t
sonochemical effects.

An interesting extension to our studies is the measurem
of the spectral radiance. The blackbody spectrum is obse
from a submicrometer region of bubble with only one d
solved noble gas by Vazquezet al. @19#, who found the ratio
of the ionization energy to the fitted blackbody temperat
to be a constant, independent of any particular noble
dissolved in water. Whether the mixture bubbles emit w
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blackbody radiation spectrum is an interesting question
the case of an extreme segregation model, in principle
bimodal spectrum is expected. If the gases distribute ho
geneously, the spectrum would be a blackbody radiation w
single characteristic temperature. Another extension is
measure the segregation effects near 0°C to eliminate
complications related to the presence of water vapor. If s
regation indeed takes place, the spatial gradient so gene
in speed of sound can have a large influence on the forma
of shock @24#. Experiments with noble gas mixtures wou
then allow exploration of more extreme conditions of te
perature and pressure.
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tus. We are grateful to Paul deVegvar and Seth Putterman
helpful discussions. The research was supported by the
gers Research Council.
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